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Abstract 

A numerical model describing the ballistic behavior of a commercially used initiator is 

presented in this article. This model was built on the principle of conservation of mass and 

energy in the multi-phase framework incorporated with multi-loaded conditions. After 

obtaining the information about the grain size distribution in each composite, a fixing factor 

was proposed based on the surface area ratio of the composites. Thus, the solid propellant 

burning process based on distributed grain size was described, and the burn rate parameters 

of the applied pyrotechnic compositions were re-evaluated for different preconditioned 

temperature levels according to Vieille’s law. The influence of bridge wire and initiator metal 

cap was further modeled concerning their characteristic properties according to the observed 

measurements. The validation of the entire initiator model in the closed bomb test showed 
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quantitative agreement with the measured pressure evolution, while the parameter study for 

evaluating the ballistic sensitivity of each component delivered some insights into the product 

development process. Furthermore, the configuration of a cold gas inflator was utilized to 

evaluate the initiator impact for a realistic application, where the shock wave intensity during 

deployment serves the main function in the inflator design. Incorporated with CFD simulations 

to capture the shock wave propagation, 0D-3D coupling strategy for initiator ballistics to 

inflator configuration was realized. Besides, the simulation results reflected the physical 

conditions in a proper manner. In particular, the parameter study led to a better 

understanding of interactions between inflator components, which were barely possible to 

be quantified through the measurements. The proposed initiator model could also be used in 

combination with other mechanical principles as a component of pyrotechnic devices such as 

pin-puller, electric line cutters, or airbag inflators. The detailed information gained in 

describing the physical properties enabled us to assess the existing design quantitatively and 

to have better control of the product quality. 
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Nomenclature 

Abbreviations 

BPN boron potassium nitrate 

BWBO bridge wire burn out time 

CDF cumulative distribution function 

CFD computational fluid dynamics 

NSI  NASA standard initiator 

PDF probability density function 

PEP propellant evaluation program 

THPP titanium hydride potassium perchlorate 

ZPP zirconium potassium perchlorate 

Symbols 

α merging ratio of PDFs 

�̇� mass flow rate (kg/s) 

�̇� heat transfer between reaction products and system surroundings (J/s) 

η, β model constants of Weibull distribution 

ηl mass fraction of condensed (liquid) phase 

γ heat capacity ratio 

ρ density (kg/m3) 

σ initiator metal cap stress (MPa) 

�̃� resistance (Ω) 
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a, n model constants of Vieille’s law 

Ab burning surface area (m3) 

cp, cv heat capacity (J/(kg·K)) 

d mean diameter of grain (m) 

E energy release rate from burning of bridge wire (J/s) 

e specific internal energy (J/kg) 

F(x) cumulative distribution function 

f(x) probability density function 

h specific enthalpy (J/kg) 

I electric current (A) 

M total number of initiator charges 

m mass (kg) 

N nominal grain number 

P pressure (Pa) 

R specific gas constant (J/(kg·K)) 

rb burn rate (mm/s) 

S nominal surface area of grain (m2) 

T temperature (K) 

u velocity at throat area of initiator or housing (m/s) 

V volume (m3) 

Superscripts 

i individual pyrotechnic charge 

Subscripts 

"1" 1st system (combustion chamber) 

"2" 2nd system (closed vessel or inflator housing) 

b burning 

g gas phase 

H housing 

l condensed (liquid) phase 

s solid reactant 

1. Introduction 

Initiators are widely used in the military [1, 2], aerospace [3, 4], and automotive applications [5-

8] as pin pullers [9-11], valves [12-15], and airbag inflators [16-19], respectively. Due to the fast 

triggering property, an initiator is primarily used to ignite more difficult-to-ignite materials, e.g., 

solid propellants and thermites. The commonly used pyrotechnic materials for electric initiators are 

ZPP (zirconium potassium perchlorate), THPP (titanium hydride potassium perchlorate), and BPN 

(boron potassium nitrate), which exhibit fast-burning rates, high-energy density, and easy ignition 

characteristics. 
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When a firing current is applied to the bridge wire through the conducting pins, the bridge wire 

glows, releasing a large amount of heat to the pyrotechnic charges. The solid propellants (booster 

and main propellant) are subsequently ignited and undergo a rapid chemical reaction to produce 

both condensed phase and gas-phase products. The gas products eventually exert high pressure on 

the initiator. If the generated pressure is sufficient to overcome the resisting strain of the initiator 

metal cap, it breaks with mass and energy flows into the subsystem to ignite larger pyrotechnic 

tablets or create mechanical movements. 

Closed bomb tests [20-22] are commonly used to evaluate the initiator performance and to 

control the production quality by measuring the pressure evolution with the help of pressure 

sensors. In the schematic of a closed bomb test shown in Figure 1, an initiator is actuated into a 

closed bomb which is a vessel with constant volume. However, due to the highly dynamic 

characteristics of the initiator deployment process (less than 2 ms), most physical properties are 

extremely difficult to measure, and the visualization of the flow patterns is even more challenging. 

Hence, the numerical modeling approach of initiator deployment provides another possible strategy 

to understand the working mechanisms and impacts of each element of the initiator. 

 

Figure 1 Schematic of closed bomb test. (a) Closed bomb test [23] and (b) actuation of 

the initiator in a closed bomb. 

One of the earliest simulation models for an initiator-driven device was developed by Kuo et al. 

[24]. In their work, a 1D model was developed as a quick first-order estimation to analyze the 

dynamic behavior of the NASA Standard Initiator (NSI) driven pin puller. However, the chemical 

reaction, the pressure effects on the burn rate, condensed phase, and the shock waves were not 

considered. This limitation was overcome by Gonthier et al. [10, 11], who suggested a time-

dependent mathematical model derived from conservation principles and other constitutive 

relations. The model accounted for multiple pyrotechnic grains, variable burning surface areas, 

combustion product mass flow rates through an orifice located within the device, and pyrotechnic 

shocks. Gonthier predicted the pressure and temperature histories based on this model. Further, 

Powers [25] investigated the sensitivity of the kinetic energy imparted to the pin puller as a function 

of system parameters. In another study [26], Gonthier investigated the choked flow effects in the 

pin puller and presented the model sensitivity against the changes in the cross-sectional area of the 

orifice. It is important to note that the initiator's performance is usually specified by its peak 

pressure level in a closed bomb. However, he did not address the unsteady pressure fluctuation in 

the initiation process. On the other hand, Lee [27] was capable of examining the unsteady effects 

by utilizing a 1D unsteady dynamic gas model. He showed that unsteady flow effects present in an 
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initiator could not be neglected when the device completes its stroke, well before the gas dynamics 

in the device reaches a steady state. Jang et al. [9] developed an analytical model based on 1D gas 

dynamics for an ideal gas to understand the physics and predict the functional performance of a pin 

puller. The validity of the model was assessed by additional firing tests with different amounts of 

pyrotechnic charges. 

In all of the aforementioned studies, all the pyrotechnic granules in the initiator were assumed 

to be of the same size from the production perspective, as it would not have been commercially 

possible. Instead, the granules with specific distribution had to be utilized. Han et al. [20] modeled 

the combustion of ZPP in a closed vessel by applying the Rosin-Rammler distribution [28], 

considering the cumulative mass of all the granules. Based on this size distribution, Hwang et al. [29] 

proposed a precise analytical model for pyrotechnically actuated devices by investigating the 

combustion characteristics of ZPP charged in a small volume chamber. In most of the works, the 

impact of initiator metal cap, bridge wire, and grain size distribution and their sensitivity on the 

design of the device was not mentioned, which is, however, crucial for product development. 

Targeting the effects on airbag inflator configurations, this work aimed at describing the complex 

function implemented in a pyrotechnic initiator. At first, the derivation of the numerical model was 

thoroughly discussed in sections 2 and 3. Due to the restriction in measuring the physical properties 

during deployment, the parameter calibration and model validation was carried out by comparing 

the pressure evolution in the closed bomb configuration as presented in Section 4. 

The target of consistent coupling between simulation models for all the functional components 

in an airbag inflator enforces a step-by-step approach. Thus a cold gas inflator was selected as the 

first step system to connect initiator energy output with the shock wave generated in the stored 

gas, which is the design function of the inflator. In Section 5, the CFD software OpenFOAM was 

applied to capture the wave dynamics, and the modeling strategy and simulation results were 

discussed for the system.  

A parameter sensitivity study was also conducted, where some performance control variables in 

the initiator and inflator design were selected and presented in each relevant section of applications. 

Based on the parametric study, an overview of the initiator ballistics and inflator functionality could 

be portrayed. This modeling and simulation strategy could widely contribute to design optimization 

and functional safety issues. Finally, a summary and concluding remarks are provided in the last, 

Section 6. 

2. Underlying Model Basis 

The main strategy to describe the thermal conditions during the initiator deployment requires 

the application of mass and energy conservation in individual systems as proposed in earlier studies 

[11]. In this section, considering the solid propellant as a thermal and chemical producer, the multi-

charge initiator configuration and its deployment in closed bomb test was described by the 

underlying transport equations. Figure 2 shows a simplified sketch of an initiator with solid grains 

loaded as a fuel-oxidizer combination. As already reported by Gonthier et al. [10] and Hsieh et al. 

[30], the products of the solid reactants (𝑠) after being activated by the burn out of bridge wire exist 

in gas (𝑔) and condensed phase (𝑙), and the changes in their thermodynamic states were obtained 

by the mass and energy conservation. 
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Figure 2 Sketch of initiator coupling with closed bomb vessel. 

Three species are accounted for in every system: solid pyrotechnic reactants (𝑠), condensed 

(liquid) phase products (𝑙), and gas-phase products (𝑔). The solid pyrotechnic reactants are assumed 

to be confined in the initiator. In particular, the solid reactants consist of numerous non-uniform 

spherical grains. Mass and energy exchanges are permitted among species in the initiator. The 

thermal conductivity between the condensed and gas phases is assumed to be high enough such 

that the thermal equilibrium between these two phases can be attained instantaneously. Also, no 

mass transfer is allowed across the system boundary, while energy is transferred between the 

system and its surroundings. Spatial variations within the initiator are neglected; thus, all the 

variables are only time-dependent. Besides, the potential and kinetic energy of the solid reactants 

are neglected, and no chemical reaction occurs between the individual charges. 

Since the fuel and oxidizer are premixed in the solid form, combustion of solid propellant occurs 

near the surface, where vaporization and decomposition take place. Thus, the burning regression 

could be described by Eq. (1), 

𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝑡
= −𝐴𝑏𝑟𝑏, (𝟏) 

where 𝑉, 𝐴𝑏, 𝑟𝑏 are the volume, burning surface area, and burn rate of the propellant, respectively. 

2.1 Mathematical Descriptions for Multi-charged Initiator Deployment in A Closed Vessel 

While dealing with multi-phase modeling, various methods, including Euler-Euler, Euler-Lagrange, 

or probability density function can be used (e.g., [31, 32]). In the present paper, an Euler-Euler 

approach was followed. Considering an initiator loaded with 𝑀 charges of different composites (see 

Figure 2), regardless of the initiator cap effects and the energy released from bridge wire, the mass, 

and energy conservation in the combustion chamber (1st system) of the 𝑖th charge according to the 

derivation mentioned in earlier studies [10] results in the following eqs., 

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
(𝜌𝑠

𝑖𝑉𝑠
𝑖) = −𝜌𝑠

𝑖𝐴𝑏
𝑖 𝑟𝑏

𝑖 , (𝟐) 

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
(𝜌𝑙

𝑖𝑉𝑙1
𝑖 ) = 𝜂𝑙

𝑖𝜌𝑠
𝑖𝐴𝑏
𝑖 𝑟𝑏

𝑖 − �̇�𝑙
𝑖 , (𝟑) 

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
(𝜌𝑔1

𝑖 𝑉𝑔1
𝑖 ) = (1 − 𝜂𝑙

𝑖)𝜌𝑠
𝑖𝐴𝑏
𝑖 𝑟𝑏

𝑖 − �̇�𝑔
𝑖 , (𝟒) 
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𝑑

𝑑𝑡
(𝜌𝑠

𝑖𝑉𝑠
𝑖𝑒𝑠
𝑖) = −𝜌𝑠

𝑖𝑒𝑠
𝑖𝐴𝑏
𝑖 𝑟𝑏

𝑖 , (𝟓) 

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
(𝜌𝑙1

𝑖 𝑉𝑙1
𝑖 𝑒𝑙1

𝑖 ) = 𝜂𝑙
𝑖𝜌𝑠
𝑖𝑒𝑠
𝑖𝐴𝑏
𝑖 𝑟𝑏

𝑖 − ℎ𝑙1
𝑖 �̇�𝑙

𝑖

−
1

2
�̇�𝑙
𝑖 𝑢2 + �̇�𝑙1

𝑖
+ 𝐸𝑙

𝑖 ,

(𝟔) 

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
(𝜌𝑔1

𝑖 𝑉𝑔1
𝑖 𝑒𝑔1

𝑖 ) = (1 − 𝜂𝑙
𝑖)𝜌𝑠

𝑖𝑒𝑠
𝑖𝐴𝑏
𝑖 𝑟𝑏

𝑖 − ℎ𝑔1
𝑖 �̇�𝑔

𝑖

−
1

2
�̇�𝑔
𝑖 𝑢2 + �̇�𝑔1

𝑖
+ 𝐸𝑔

𝑖 ,

(𝟕) 

where 𝐴𝑏
𝑖  and 𝑟𝑏

𝑖  are the burning surface area and burn rate of the 𝑖th  charge solid grain, 

respectively. 𝜂𝑙
𝑖  is the mass fraction of condensed product. ℎ𝑙1

𝑖  and ℎ𝑔1
𝑖  are the enthalpy of 

condensed and gas phases. 𝑒𝑠
𝑖 , 𝑒𝑙1,

𝑖  and 𝑒𝑔1
𝑖  are the internal energy of solid reactant, condensed 

phase, and gas-phase products. �̇�𝑙1  and �̇�𝑔1  denote the heat interaction between the reaction 

products and the system surroundings. The mass flow of gas and condensed phase were assumed 

to share the same flow speed 𝑢 while passing through the throat. 𝐸𝑙
𝑖  and 𝐸𝑔

𝑖  are the energy of the 

source/sink brought by external devices (e.g., bridge wire) into the condensed and gas phase. 

The mass and energy conservation in the vessel chamber (2nd system) of the 𝑖th charge can be 

given as 

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
(𝜌𝑙

𝑖𝑉𝑙2
𝑖 ) = �̇�𝑙

𝑖 , (𝟖) 

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
(𝜌𝑔2

𝑖 𝑉𝑔2
𝑖 ) = �̇�𝑔

𝑖 , (𝟗) 

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
(𝜌𝑙

𝑖𝑉𝑙2
𝑖 𝑒𝑙2

𝑖 ) = ℎ𝑙1
𝑖 �̇�𝑙

𝑖 +
1

2
�̇�𝑙
𝑖 𝑢2 + �̇�𝑙2

𝑖
, (𝟏𝟎) 

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
(𝜌𝑔2

𝑖 𝑉𝑔2
𝑖 𝑒𝑔2

𝑖 ) = ℎ𝑔1
𝑖 �̇�𝑔

𝑖 +
1

2
�̇�𝑔
𝑖 𝑢2 + �̇�𝑔2

𝑖
. (𝟏𝟏) 

The subscripts "1" and "2" in these equations were used to label quantities associated with the 

combustion chamber and the vessel, respectively. By applying geometric relations, Dalton’s law, 

and the assuming calorically perfect gas product, the above equations could be simplified as 

𝑑𝑉𝑠
𝑖

𝑑𝑡
= −𝐴𝑏

𝑖 𝑟𝑏
𝑖 , (𝟏𝟐) 

𝑑𝑉𝑙1
𝑖

𝑑𝑡
=
𝜂𝑙
𝑖𝜌𝑠
𝑖𝐴𝑏
𝑖 𝑟𝑏

𝑖 − �̇�𝑙
𝑖

𝜌𝑙
𝑖

, (𝟏𝟑) 
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𝑑𝜌𝑔1
𝑖

𝑑𝑡
=

{

(1 − 𝜂𝑙
𝑖)𝜌𝑠

𝑖𝐴𝑏
𝑖 𝑟𝑏

𝑖 − �̇�𝑔
𝑖

+𝜌𝑔1
𝑖 ∑ (

𝑑𝑉𝑠
𝑗

𝑑𝑡
+
𝑑𝑉𝑙1

𝑗

𝑑𝑡
)𝑀

𝑗= 1

}

𝑉𝑔1
, (𝟏𝟒)

 

𝑑𝑇1
𝑑𝑡

=
{
 
 

 
 

𝑄1̇ + 𝐸

+∑

{
 
 

 
 𝜌𝑠

𝑖𝐴𝑏
𝑖 𝑟𝑏

𝑖 (𝑒𝑠
𝑖 − 𝑒𝑙1

𝑖 𝜂𝑙
𝑖 − 𝑒𝑔1

𝑖 (1 − 𝜂𝑙
𝑖))

−(ℎ𝑙1
𝑖 − 𝑒𝑙1

𝑖 ) �̇�𝑙
𝑖 − (ℎ𝑔1

𝑖 − 𝑒𝑔1
𝑖 ) �̇�𝑔

𝑖

−
(�̇�𝑙

𝑖 + �̇�𝑔
𝑖 )𝑢2

2 }
 
 

 
 

𝑀
𝑖= 1

}
 
 

 
 

∑ (𝜌𝑙
𝑖𝑉𝑙1

𝑖 𝑐𝑣𝑙1
𝑖 + 𝜌𝑔1

𝑖 𝑉𝑔1𝑐𝑣𝑔1
𝑖 )𝑀

𝑖= 1

, (𝟏𝟓)

 

𝑑𝑉𝑙2
𝑖

𝑑𝑡
=
�̇�𝑙
𝑖

𝜌𝑙
𝑖
, (𝟏𝟔) 

𝑑𝜌𝑔2
𝑖

𝑑𝑡
=
�̇�𝑔
𝑖 +

𝜌𝑔2
𝑖 ∑ 𝑑𝑀

𝑗= 1 𝑉𝑙2
𝑗

𝑑𝑡
𝑉𝑔2

, (𝟏𝟕)
 

𝑑𝑇2
𝑑𝑡

=

∑ {
(ℎ𝑙1

𝑖 − 𝑒𝑙2
𝑖 ) �̇�𝑙

𝑖 + (ℎ𝑔1
𝑖 − 𝑒𝑔2

𝑖 ) �̇�𝑔
𝑖

+
(�̇�𝑙

𝑖 + �̇�𝑔
𝑖 )𝑢2

2

}𝑀
𝑖= 1 + 𝑄2̇

∑ (𝜌𝑙
𝑖𝑉𝑙2

𝑖 𝑐𝑣𝑙2
𝑖 + 𝜌𝑔2

𝑖 𝑉𝑔2𝑐𝑣𝑔2
𝑖 )𝑀

𝑖= 1

, (𝟏𝟖)
 

where 𝑉1 and 𝑉2 are the volume of the initiator and the closed vessel, and 

𝑄1̇ = ∑(�̇�𝑙1
𝑖
+ �̇�𝑔1

𝑖
)

𝑀

𝑖= 1

, (𝟏𝟗) 

𝑄2̇ = ∑(�̇�𝑙2
𝑖
+ �̇�𝑔2

𝑖
)

𝑀

𝑖= 1

, (𝟐𝟎) 

𝐸 =∑(𝐸𝑙
𝑖 + 𝐸𝑔

𝑖 )

𝑀

𝑖= 1

. (𝟐𝟏) 

Based on this formulation, the model of an initiator equipped with 𝑀 charges resulted in a total of  

5𝑀 + 2 governing equations. 

3. Modeling Issues Related to Initiator Complexity 

An industrial product often compromises with the realization and constrain of integrity, which is 

primarily not related to the product’s main function. In the framework of a commercially used 

initiator, the model basis is not sufficient due to the complications. Hence, concerning a model 
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which presents all the expected characteristics, further issues have to be investigated and modeled. 

These include propellant grain size distribution, the contribution of bridge wire and metal cap, and 

pyrotechnic burn rate to ensure the compatibility of each element within the underlying equation 

system. 

3.1 Grain Size Distribution 

Pyrotechnic materials used in the commercial initiators are fine particles, which support rapid 

chemical reactions by their large contact surfaces. The distribution of their granular sizes and 

contact areas could be formulated as probability density function (PDF), derived from the supplier’s 

data in the form of cumulative distribution function (CDF). 

3.1.1 Initial Grain Size Determination 

From the manufacturing point of view, single chemical ingredients are acquired separately and 

then mixed as a pyrotechnic composite, where each element has its grain size and shape 

distributions. In this work, the Weibull function [33] was applied to obtain the CDF for each 

component. The Weibull distribution facilitates a better fit to the realistic grain conditions and is 

written as 

𝐹(𝑥) = {1 − 𝑒
−(
𝑥
𝜂
)
𝛽

, 𝑥 ≥ 0;
0, 𝑥 < 0,

(𝟐𝟐) 

where 𝑥 is the diameter of solid grain, 𝜂 and 𝛽 are model constants determined via curve fitted to 

the incoming inspection. 

By differentiating the CDF, the corresponding PDF is obtained as 

𝑓(𝑥) =
𝛽

𝜂
(
𝑥

𝜂
)
𝛽−1

𝑒
−(
𝑥
𝜂
)
𝛽

. (𝟐𝟑) 

The mixing process merges two distributions into a compound representation. A surface area-based 

ratio 𝛼 combines the two PDFs. Taking ZPP, for instance, the final distribution could be formulated 

as 

𝑓(𝑥)𝑍𝑃𝑃 = 𝛼𝑓(𝑥)𝑍𝑟 + (1 − 𝛼)𝑓(𝑥)𝐾𝐶𝑙𝑂4 . (𝟐𝟒) 

Assuming that all the ZPP grains are spherical, the merging ratio 𝛼 could be determined as follows: 

The volume of the zirconium grains 𝑉𝑍𝑟  is given as 

𝑉𝑍𝑟 =
𝑚𝑍𝑟

𝜌𝑍𝑟
,  

and the nominal grain number of 𝑍𝑟 granules, 𝑁𝑍𝑟  could be calculated as 

𝑁𝑍𝑟 =
6𝑉𝑍𝑟
𝜋𝑑𝑍𝑟

3 ,  
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where 𝑑𝑍𝑟  is the mean diameter of 𝑍𝑟 grains. The nominal surface area of all the zirconium grains 

(𝑆𝑍𝑟) is equal to 

𝑆𝑍𝑟 = 𝜋𝑑𝑍𝑟
2 𝑁𝑍𝑟 .  

Similarly, the nominal surface area of all the KClO4 grains (𝑆𝐾𝐶𝑙𝑂4) could be calculated. The merging 

ratio 𝛼 is set as, 

𝛼 =
𝑆𝑍𝑟

𝑆𝑍𝑟 + 𝑆𝐾𝐶𝑙𝑂4
.  

By applying Eq. 24, the distribution of the composite, and single component in a ZPP regime are 

shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 Initial grain size distribution of 𝑍𝑟, KClO4, and the ZPP composite. The grain size 

axis (𝑥) was normalized by the mean grain size of the composite (ZPP). 

3.1.2 Dynamic Grain Size Distribution During Deployment 

The aforementioned method determines the initial state of grain size distribution. During the 

initiator deployment, all the grains participate in the combustion process with diminished grain 

volume. Also, the distribution varies dynamically with time. Numerical handling of the propellant 

with a prescribed PDF requires discretization of the smooth distribution into finite slices. Within 

each slice, the grain size is assumed to be identical, and its surface area can be calculated. During 

the combustion process, each slice is treated individually, including combustion products, and heat 

is released with the consumed solid propellant volume. The sum of all these physical properties 

serves as the contribution of the pyrotechnic composite in each time step. The distribution is 

assembled based on the new state after one iteration. Figure 4 shows the dynamics of the grain size 

distribution, where  PDF was reduced significantly, and the distributed grain size range approached 

zero during evolution until the total propellant was consumed. 
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Figure 4 Dynamics of grain size distribution during deployment. The synthetic time step 

is applied, and the curve labeled with "𝑡 =  0" represents the initial PDF state. 

3.2 Energy Delivered from the Bridge Wire 

Bridge wire is the first component in the ignition process. On passing the electric current, the 

bridge wire is heated to a high-temperature level, activating the combustion of the attached 

composites by transferring heat to the pyrotechnic. The heat generation is mainly due to the electric 

resistance. Assuming that the heat is absorbed by the pyrotechnic, the energy input 𝐸 in Eq. 7 can 

be formulated to 

𝐸 = ∫ 𝐼2(𝑡)�̃�(𝑡)𝑑𝑡
𝑡𝐵𝑊𝐵𝑂

𝑡0

, (𝟐𝟓) 

where 𝑡𝐵𝑊𝐵𝑂 is the bridge wire burn out time, 𝑡0 is the initial time, 𝐼(𝑡) and �̃�(t) are the current and 

electric resistance. 

The early phase pyrotechnic ignition via bridge wire is inhomogeneous and could not be obtained 

in the 0D modeling regime. Meanwhile, the first pressure signal in the closed bomb test almost 

correlates to the bridge wire burn-out time (BWBO), which indicates a representative homogeneous 

combustion process after the complete contribution of the bridge wire. The corresponding 

modeling strategy for this phenomenon involves artificial suppression of the activated propellant 

surface within the early ignition phase. Besides, after BWBO, the entire propellant grains are taken 

into account. 

3.3 Impact of Initiator Metal Cap 

Initiator metal cap is present on the outer border of the initiator and is implemented for seal and 

protection purposes. From the ballistic point of view, the initiator metal cap is considered as a valve 

with pre-defined opening constrain, i.e., the system remains closed as long as the pressure inside 

the initiator is within the burst stress level. Once the pressure in the initiator exceeds the limit, the 

cap works as a convergent nozzle balancing the pressure in and outside of the initiator. 
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The mass flow rate passing through the nozzle in the case of gaseous and condensed phase can 

be formulated by the Saint-Venant and Wantzel equation as follows, 

�̇�𝑔 =

{
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
if 
𝑃2
𝑃1
> (

2

𝛾 + 1
)

𝛾
𝛾−1

: 

𝜌1𝐴𝑒√𝛾𝑅𝑇1√
2

𝛾 − 1
((
𝑃2
𝑃1
)

2
𝛾
− (

𝑃2
𝑃1
)

𝛾+1
𝛾
)

else ∶ 

𝜌1𝐴𝑒√𝛾𝑅𝑇1
√(

2

𝛾 + 1
)

𝛾+1
𝛾−1

(𝟐𝟔) 

�̇�𝑙 =
𝜂𝑙

1 − 𝜂𝑙
�̇�𝑔 , (𝟐𝟕) 

where 𝐴𝑒 is the cross-section area of the initiator, and 𝑅 is the specific gas constant. 

3.4 Representation of Burn Rate (𝒓𝒃) for Targeting Pyrotechnic Composites: ZPP and THPP 

In Eq. (12), the burn rate 𝑟𝑏, at which the mass is transferred from solid reactants to gas and 

condensed phase products is modeled via Vieille’s law [34] and is given by Eq. (28), 

𝑟𝑏 = 𝑎𝑃
𝑛. (𝟐𝟖) 

This equation relates the burning velocity (𝑟𝑏) normal to each infinitesimal burning surface to the 

surrounding pressure (𝑃) with the material constants 𝑎 and 𝑛 that need to be evaluated. 

However, this expression is independent of the reactant’s initial temperature, which is not 

consistent with the fundamental description of the Arrhenius equation. Moreover, Vieille’s law 

assumption leading to the identical ballistic performance by varying the conditioned temperature 

does not hold. Although several models have been proposed to address this issue [35, 36], no 

promising conclusion could be made so far [37]. In the present work, the evaluation was based on 

Vieille’s law and carried out at different preconditioned temperature levels depending on the 

available measurement data.   

ZPP and THPP were selected as the pyrotechnics in this work. Even though the burn rate 

parameters of these two composites have been largely investigated [11, 38], the current work 

refocused on the available measuring data and evaluated the validity of the above-mentioned 

modeling strategies in comparing to the burn rate information in the literature. 

3.4.1 Zirconium Potassium Perchlorate (ZPP) 

Data for burn rate parameter evaluation were acquired in the closed bomb test comprised of 

opened initiators loaded with 35 mg of ZPP, deployed at three preconditioned temperatures (-40 °C, 
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23 °C, and 105 °C). Pressure evolutions in the 10 ccm vessel were documented for numerical 

validation. As shown in Figure 5a, one-system single charge-based equations could be formulated 

for the numerical approach. The thermal properties of the ZPP composite during the chemical 

reaction under the corresponding weight combination were calculated using a NASA-based PEP 

algorithm [39], as well as the corresponding grain size distribution is implemented according to the 

provided incoming goods inspection. The best-fit burn rate parameters corresponding to the 

pressure evolution at each temperature level demonstrated a promising result compared to the 

literature [10, 11] and are shown in Table 1. 

 

Figure 5 Evaluation of ZPP burn rate via a generic test configuration at diverse 

conditioned temperature levels. (a) Illustration of test configuration for evaluating ZPP 

burn rate and (b) ZPP burn rate evaluation at different preconditioned temperature 

levels. 

Table 1 ZPP burn rate, 𝑎, and 𝑛 as Vieille’s law parameters. 

Parameter Unit 105 °C 23 °C -40 °C 

𝑎 (𝑀𝑃𝑎)−𝑛 ⋅ 𝑚𝑚/𝑠 11.538 9.660 8.655 

𝑛 - 0.79 0.80 0.79 

3.4.2 Titanium Hydride Potassium Perchlorate (THPP) 

Furthermore, initiators with similar configurations were deployed to obtain the burning 

characteristics of THPP. Here, 100 mg THPP was used as the secondary charge on top of 35 mg of 

ZPP, as shown in Figure 6a. The corresponding governing equations were expanded for the 

configuration of a single system with two charges, and all the thermal properties were calculated 

by the PEP code, whereas the burn rate characteristics of ZPP were taken from the previous 

evaluation results. The best-fit burn rate parameters of THPP at all the three temperature levels are 

shown in Table 2, and a corresponding quantitative agreement with the data provided by Holy [38] 

could be seen in Figure 6b. 
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Table 2 THPP burn rate, 𝑎, and 𝑛 as Vieille’s law parameters. 

Parameter Unit 105 °C 23 °C -40 °C 

𝑎 (𝑀𝑃𝑎)−𝑛 ⋅ 𝑚𝑚/𝑠 21.62 20.78 19.57 

𝑛 - 0.48 0.47 0.47 

 

Figure 6 Evaluation of THPP burn rate via a generic test configuration at diverse 

conditioned temperature levels. (a) Illustration of test configuration evaluating THPP 

burn rate; (b) THPP burn rate evaluation at different preconditioned temperature levels. 

4. Validation of Initiator Model in Closed Vessel Tests 

To understand the initiator ballistics correctly, closed vessel tests were considered as the first 

platform examining the validity of the numerical model. ZPP based double-charged initiators were 

taken as the target configuration, and the equation system of 12 ODEs with the above-mentioned 

modeling strategies corresponding to the realistic initiator integrity was formulated. A sensitivity 

study was conducted along with the model validation. The steering product design parameters were 

varied based on the discussion about the corresponding ballistic impact and the actual possible 

scenarios in the product development phase. 

4.1 Numerical Evaluation of the Initiator Ballistics 

The targeting initiator was equipped with two charges and 300 mg of ZPP, distinguished by 

different mixing weight ratios of Zr and KClO4 in each charge. The primary charge was implemented 

with 50 mg of 50% Zr and 50% KClO4, while 250 mg of 57.5% Zr and 42.5% KClO4 were used in the 

secondary charge. The bridge wire was applied with its burn-out time of around 0.35 ms. The 

chemical composites were closed in a metal cap with limited stress of 150 bar correlated to its 

maximum mechanical strain. 

Initiators were preconditioned at -40 °C, 23 °C, and 105 °C according to the product development 

specification [40]. Deployment of the initiators took place in a 10 ccm vessel, measuring the 

pressure for numerical validation. 
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4.1.1 Calculation Procedure 

According to the conditions mentioned above, a 12-ODE based equation system was formulated. 

Thermal data of the chemical composite in each charge were calculated by PEP, where the internal 

combustion energy and specific heat capacity of the chemical product were considered constants 

for the combustion properties. It was interesting to see that these values varied from charge to 

charge, even though all the generants were ZPP based composites. 

The corresponding modeling parameters, including the grain size distribution of zirconium and 

potassium perchlorate, the bridge wire resistance and burn-out time, and the stress limit for the 

initiator cap, were obtained. The burn rate parameters for both charges were assumed to be 

identical. Also, the 10 ccm vessel was designated with the heat conduct coefficient of 1000 J/(K·m2). 

The calculations were carried out at all the three preconditioned temperature levels already 

mentioned, and all the settings were kept identical except the conditioned temperature-dependent 

burn rate parameters. Euler explicit method was utilized for the temporal approximation with a 

time step of 1.67 × 10−7 sec to ensure the convergence of the numerical results (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7 Time step convergence study. Evolutions shown in vessel pressure were 

normalized by the peak value of the selected time step results. 

4.1.2 Modeling Results 

Figure 8 shows the comparison of the pressure level in the vessel with the measured data, 

exhibiting a quantitative agreement between all three temperature levels. In particular, the 

maximal peak pressure indicated competent thermodynamic data of the chemical composites 

generated by PEP incorporated with the equation system. Also, the pressure was reduced after the 

pressure peak demonstrated a realistic estimation of heat loss parameter in the closed bomb 

configuration. 
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Figure 8 Validation of physical properties in closed bomb tests at different 

preconditioned temperature levels. Values normalized by the measured pressure peak 

at ambient temperature level. (a) Pressure evolution in the vessel. △, □, ⊙: mean of 

pressure measurement data under preconditioned temperature low (-40 °C), ambient 

(23 °C) and high (105 °C) levels; (b) Temperature evolution in the vessel.  

A relatively smooth increase in the pressure measurement was not observed in the numerical 

solution; instead, deviations were seen between 0.38 to 0.41 ms. Pressure observed in numerical 

results showed a certain delay in the initial signals but had a fast flushing evolution to the peak value. 

The probable reason behind this deviation could be the inconsistency between BWBO and the first 

pressure signal in the vessel or a too low-rated activation surface set within the BWBO time. Such 

circumstances led to weaker combustion in the model than in reality. Thus, a longer time is needed 

to achieve the bursting pressure level for the cap. Another possibility might include too early cap 

opening, resulting in the crack formation in the cap before the ideal bursting pressure is attained. 

This corresponded to a lower pressure level in the initiator while the cap was still opened. Thus the 

low mass and energy flow out of the initiator resulted in a smooth raise in the vessel pressure 

evolution. 

Figure 9 shows the pressure and temperature evolution in the initiator during combustion. The 

high-temperature level indicated a large amount of energy released from the pyrotechnic 

composites approaching chemically defined combustion temperature contradictory to the heat loss. 

The resulting high temperature led to a high-pressure level with the equation of state. 

 

Figure 9 Initiator characteristics during closed bomb test at different preconditioned 

temperature levels. (a) Pressure and (b) temperature evolution in the initiator. 
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To compensate for the pressure level between the initiator and the vessel, the cross-section on 

the initiator served as a convergent nozzle through which the mass and energy transfer occurred 

(Figure 10). The spread of physical properties from high to low preconditioned temperature was 

correlated to the applied burn rate parameters, where faster burning resulted in the higher 

temperature and pressure in the initiator while the contribution from the heat loss remained 

constant. The corresponding higher peak value of the mass and energy transfer rate is shown in 

Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10 (a) Mass and (b) energy transfer rates through initiator cap port to vessel. 

In reality, these phenomena might not take place exactly as they are modeled. Since the metal 

cap cannot sustain such high temperature and pressure, a perfect breakage with the defined cross-

section is barely possible. Instead, the metal husk could be demolished. Nevertheless, the numerical 

method reproduces the dynamics during the initiator deployment and provides a fair platform to 

discuss initiator ballistic performance. 

4.2 Sensitivity Study of Initiator Components Concerning Its Ballistics 

For a deeper understanding of the componential functionality in an initiator, the impact of 

maximum burst pressure of the initiator cap and the mixing ratio of zirconium and potassium 

perchlorate composite on the initiator ballistics was studied. 

4.2.1 Bursting Pressure of the Initiator Cap 

As described in section 3, the initiator cap protects the pyrotechnic composite from outer 

damage and humidity, for which a hard husk is mainly conceived. On the other hand, the initiator 

cannot complete its function without breaking the cap. Figure 11 depicts the probable impact of 

different stress levels with regards to the cap bursting on the pressure. The results showed that the 

harder the cap, the higher the delay in the signal and the steeper the pressure raised in the vessel. 
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Figure 11 Pressure evolution in initiator (a) and vessel (b) at different cap stress levels. 

σ1 = 50 MPa, σ2 = 150 MPa, σ3 = 250 MPa.  

The observed results could be interpreted as the following: the higher the limiting stress set for 

the cap, the longer the time taken by the chemical reaction to achieve the pressure level. Once the 

cap is broken, the mass and heat flux are activated to compensate for the pressure difference 

between the initiator and vessel systems. Right before the breaking of the cap, the one with the 

higher cap stress has a higher pressure level in the initiator, hence a higher burning rate according 

to Vieille’s law (Eq. 28). Thus, the peak pressure in the initiator system attains a higher level than 

the one with lower cap stress, and the pressure slope in the vessel is correspondingly steeper, as 

observed in Figure 11a.  

However, in the objective initiator loaded with 300 mg of pyrotechnic, the effects were barely 

visible in the numerical solution. Since the propellant amount was large, the default pressure of 150 

bar necessary for cap rupture would be rather easy to achieve, i.e., less amount of pyrotechnic 

would be applied; hence, the impact of the bursting strain on the initiator ballistics would also be 

higher.  

Concerning the product development, the early burst of the initiator could lead to some 

unfavored effects due to which the unburnt propellant grains could be expelled out of the initiator 

system. As long as the propellant is located outside the combustion system, it does not matter if it 

burns or not; rather a high deviation in the ballistic performance would be expected. Though, this 

issue could not be addressed in this work since the chemical reaction was assumed to stay in the 

initiator and consumed. Besides, it was not possible to further infer a result within this modeling 

framework. 

4.2.2 Sensitivity of Zirconium and Potassium Perchlorate Ratio 

Propellant mixing behavior has a crucial effect on the initiator ballistics as the ratio directly 

determines the reaction product and energy released. Figure 12 summarizes the combustion energy 

of different Zr to KClO4 ratios evaluated by the PEP. The results showed that by increasing the 

amount of potassium perchlorate (or reducing the zirconium content), the release of combustion 

energy also increases. This release of energy reaches a maximum at a certain Zr/KClO4 ratio and 

decreases beyond it. Though, the survey could not be proceeded due to the singularity in the 

calculation. 
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Figure 12 Internal combustion energy at different composite mixing ratios (ZPP). 

The physical interpretation behind the yield indicated that the higher energy was released during 

the chemical reaction in more efficient composite mixing behavior, attaining the maximum value at 

the stoichiometric ratio. Composites with the most efficient mixing ratio resulted in the higher 

temperature and pressure level in the combustion system (Figure 13) and followed a higher mass 

and energy flow rate transfer from the initiator. Consequently, a higher pressure level was expected 

in the vessel, as observed in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 13 Results of the parameter study: evolution of physical properties in the initiator 

at different composite mixing ratios at the secondary charge. (a) Pressure and (b) 

temperature evolution in the initiator. 
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Figure 14 Results of parameter study: evolution of physical properties in the vessel at 

different composite mixing ratios. (a) Pressure and (b) temperature evolution in the 

vessel. 

In reality, filled propellant grains in primary and secondary charges could hardly be burnt 

simultaneously and homogeneously, which was neither covered nor mirrored in the modeling 

strategy of this work. However, the composite mixing behavior related to thermal-chemical 

properties did reveal some information about the product development of the multi-charging 

initiators. 

The purpose of developing a multi-charge initiator was to apply the easy-to-burn material in the 

primary charge to boost the ignition in the secondary charge, for which a high temperature and a 

large amount of condensed phase are always favored. The enhancement of the primary charge by 

adapting the composite mixing behavior might lead to a more stable chemical reaction of the main 

propellant charge and reduce the deviation in initiator ballistics. Thus, the issue of composite mixing 

is a matter of concern for both the maximum pressure level and the product quality in their ballistic 

performance. 

5. Initiator Impact on the Inflator Performance 

The utilization of initiators in the airbag framework is related to the inflator design, which 

requires ignition features to ensure stable inflator deployment. In this section, a cold gas inflator 

was selected as the targeting inflator, depicting the release of stored inert gases (e.g., Ar and He) 

into the airbag system as the main mechanism of the action. 

Figure 15 shows a sketch of the cold gas inflator, where mixed gases were filled and sealed in the 

container. An adaptor with a nozzle inside was assembled in the container and separated by the 

outlet membrane. On the other side, the initiator was applied and closed by the inlet membrane in 

the housing region. 
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Figure 15 Sketch of a cold gas inflator. 

When the initiator deploys, hot gases and condensed phase products fill into the housing region, 

increasing the pressure level. As the pressure on the inlet membrane exceeds the maximum strain 

limit of the membrane material, the membrane breaks down. The breakage and the pressure 

difference between the housing and container creates a shock, propagating along the axial direction 

toward the outlet membrane. Once the membrane on the outlet valve is hit by the shock and 

eventually breaks, the mixed gases flow through the valve, and inflation takes place. However, the 

outlet membrane must experience a sufficient level of shock to ensure a correct opening, being a 

crucial part of the designed function. This feature is related to the initiator ballistics, incorporated 

with the inflator ignition chain design. 

5.1 The ZPP-THPP Initiator 

The targeted initiator for this application was loaded with 770 mg of the ZPP-THPP mixture, out 

of which 35 mg of ZPP and 735 mg of THPP were applied in the primary and secondary charge, 

respectively. The validation of the initiator model was carried out in a 40 ccm vessel with the 

initiators deployed at –40 °C, 23 °C, and 105 °C with corresponding burn rate parameters and 

thermal-chemical properties calculated by PEP. Pressure evolution in the vessel was compared with 

the measurement data, as shown in Figure 16. The results showed slight irregularities between the 

calculated and measurement results, especially in the time scale right after when the pressure 

curves reached the peak value. A steeper drop in the measurement data was observed in the 

deployments at all three preconditioned temperatures. This indicated a rapid change of heat loss 

and might relate to the gas flow movement inside the vessel, as not captured in the 0D modeling 

scope. The slight discrepancy in the peak pressure values might refer to the non-identical setups of 

the calculation, such as the exact mixing behavior of THPP, the weight of pyrotechnics, and the 

dimensional tolerances of the measuring equipment. Nevertheless, these points were negligibly 

considered while assessing the inflator functionality.  whereas a quantitative agreement was taken 

into account. 
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Figure 16 Validation of ZPP-THPP based initiator deployment in a 40 ccm closed bomb. 

The pressure levels were normalized by the measured peak value at the ambient 

temperature deployment. △ , □, ⊙: mean of pressure measurement data under 

preconditioned temperature at low (–40 °C), ambient (23 °C), and high (105 °C) levels. 

Figure 17b shows the temperature evolution in the combustion system with a maximum 

temperature less than that of the pure ZPP initiator (Figure 9b), even though the loading was much 

stronger than the ZPP ones as investigated in the previous section. This phenomenon was mainly 

due to the thermal-chemical properties of the composite represented in the combustion 

temperature, where THPP generally burns in a lower temperature range. Moreover, the high-

pressure level was not explicitly related to the high-temperature level. 

 

Figure 17 Evolution of physical properties and deployment of the ZPP-THPP based 

initiator. (a) Pressure and (b) temperature evolution in the initiator. 

5.2 Ignition Chain Modeling of the Cold Gas Inflator 

As shown in Figure 15, the initiator was enclosed by the inlet membrane in the housing region 

comprised of the initiator and the housing, and the inlet membrane that could be considered as the 
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ignition chain assembly. The underlying mechanism behind this observation could be explained as 

follows: once the pressure level within the housing region exceeds the defined maximum stress of 

the inlet membrane, the membrane bursts. The initiator performance, housing volume, and 

equivalent stress representing the maximum membrane strain are the design parameters of the 

ignition chain configuration. 

Based on this concept, the modeling of the ignition chain mechanism was similar to that of the 

closed bomb applications. Briefly, instead of a solid vessel collecting the heated gases and 

condensed phase products, the domain was opened by a given pressure correlating the maximum 

strain of the inlet membrane as the modeling strategy of the initiator cap. Once the membrane 

bursts, the gas and the energy flow through the defined housing area into the inflator, causing a 

drop in the pressure in the housing region (Figure 18). The corresponding modification for the 2nd 

system (housing) in the governing equation yields: 

 

Figure 18 The modeling concept of initiator deployment in the inflator housing region. 
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where �̇�𝑔𝐻
𝑖 , �̇�𝑙𝐻

𝑖  are the mass fluxes at the port of housing and 𝑢𝐻  is the corresponding fleeing 

velocity. Equation (12)-(15) and Equation (29)-(31) are the governing equation system. 

5.2.1 Validation of Ignition Chain Features 

Figure 19 shows the pressure evolution in the housing region obtained by the numerical method. 

In comparison to the measurement data, the numerical results validated the applied parameters. 
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The scattered measuring data exhibited a large deviation in the membrane bursting pattern, and 

the non-identical material characteristics of the membrane in a highly dynamic condition or the 

uncertainties in the measured data were speculated. Besides, the membrane burst mechanism in 

the model was represented by a single pressure level, acquired individually by the burst test of the 

isolated parts. The structural simulations incorporated with different anisotropic raw materials 

possessing varied welding properties could be conducted to explore material complexity and find 

the root cause behind the deviations observed in the measurement data. However, this would relate 

to the detailed investigation of material requirements and assembling techniques, which is out of 

the scope of this work. 

 

Figure 19 Validation of physical properties during initiator deployment in housing region. 

Each symbol represents one single recorded dataset normalized by the pressure level of 

the inflator filled with the gas. 

Interestingly, no negative exponential pattern of pressure evolution of the pure gas released was 

observed both in the measurement data and modeling results in the case of the pot membrane 

burst period. This phenomenon indicated a supplement from the initiator after the breaking of the 

membrane.  

Pressure and temperature evolution in the housing region (Figure 19) and the initiator (Figure 

20) revealed the dynamics of the ignition chain. Briefly, once the initiator cap is broken, the mass 

and energy flow from the initiator rapidly increase the pressure in the housing region until the 

membrane attains the limiting stress. On the other hand, since the void in the housing is much 

smaller comparing to the 40 ccm vessels, the temperature rapidly reaches its peak value and is 

gradually affected by the energy supply against the heat loss impact afterward. A slight hump after 

0.3 ms could be seen in Figure 20, referring to the end of initiator contribution in the housing region. 

Following this, the temperature drops very fast until the membrane bursts, where the mass and 

energy budget of conservation in the housing region are in deficit. The pressure and temperature 

drop accordingly. 
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Figure 20 Evolution of physical properties in the initiator during deployment in inflator 

housing. 

The evolution of the physical properties in the initiator presented in Figure 20 was very similar 

to one shown in Figure 17, indicating that the main function of the selected initiator was not largely 

affected by the inflator design. The difference in the pressure evolution was mainly due to the 

different pressure conditions in the passive domain (e.g., vessel and housing), determining the 

transitional mass and energy flow rates. 

5.3 CFD Simulation in Inflator Integrity Modeling 

The propagating shock is the main characteristic to trigger the inflation of cold gas relevant 

inflators, whose features depend on the wave transmission medium, the geometry of the gas 

container, and the physical properties created by the initiator. The representation of physical 

properties in the inflator due to initiator ballistics was captured in the CFD simulations, which 

calculated the mass, momentum, and energy transport in a highly transient 3D compressible flow 

manner. 

5.3.1 Determination of Calculation Domain and Numerical Setup 

A simplified inflator was configured as the calculation domain for CFD simulations (Figure 21). It 

was comprised of tube-shaped gas storage space that served as the main arena for wave 

propagation. The housing geometry and the baffle on the outlet membrane region were built to 

achieve realistic wave intensity and flow conditions. The entire domain structurally meshed with 

the local refinement on the baffle region in a 3D representation had around 600K degrees of 

freedom. 
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Figure 21 Sketch of CFD simulation domain. 

Assuming that the gas stored in the inflator had no reverse effect on the initiator burning 

condition, the coupling of initiator characteristics with the inflator simulation was determined by 

the boundary conditions applied in the housing region. Thereby, the pressure and the temperature 

evolution calculated in the previous section were implemented as Dirichlet type of transient 

boundary conditions for the simulation (Figure 19). Non-slip conditions were set elsewhere for the 

rest of the domain boundaries, and the gas container remained sealed during the entire process. 

The membrane region was also defined as a wall since the main objective of the simulation was to 

capture the wave propagation. Initial conditions were defined according to the realistic inflator 

integrity with pressure and molar weight of the stored gas mixture and the preconditioned 

temperature. 

Simulations were carried out using open source CFD software OpenFOAM® 3.1.1. The sonicFoam 

based transient solver that applies the momentum and energy equations incorporated with PISO 

algorithms was used to solve the pressure condition in a single species compressible flow regime. 

The ideal gas law was applied for the equation of state coupling the density to the continuity 

equation, and the standard 𝑘 − 𝜀 model was employed to model the relevant turbulence impacts 

in the flow field. 

Euler implicit method and the 2nd order central differencing scheme were used for the 

calculation. The constant time step was set with the maximal Courant number controlled under 0.3 

during the entire calculation. A grid sensitivity study was conducted, and the simulations were run 

on three additional meshes. The results showed sharper resolution capturing the wavefront in fine 

mesh, but no difference in the wave intensity was observed. 

Three probe points along the tube were selected to realize the temporal evolution of the physical 

properties during the wave propagation. These included (1) right after the housing region (Probe 1), 

(2) on the tube inner wall in the middle of the shock tube (Probe 2), and (3) outlet membrane 

position (Probe 3), as shown in Figure 21. Simulations were carried out until the strongest wavefront 

reached the outlet disc, suggesting the opening of the stored gas system, thus, the beginning of the 

inflation. 

5.3.2 Simulation Results and Model Validation 

The first impression of the simulation results indicated transient characteristics. Figure 22 shows 

the pressure distribution in the shock tube at different moments. The generation of shock and its 

development into an arc shape wavefront was strongly visible. During the temporal evolution, 

wavefront propagated from the housing side toward the outlet disc and lasted for 0.35 ms until the 

front attained the outlet disc. The intensity was reduced due to the viscous effects of the 

transmission medium. The wavefront encountered the baffle closed to the outlet membrane region, 
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serving as an obstacle. Consequently, the refracts and overlaps of the wavefront caused a higher 

pressure magnitude on the outlet membrane than on the inner wall of the tube (Figure 23). 

 

Figure 22 Shock wave propagation and pressure distribution in the inflator tube. Values 

are normalized by the initial pressure level of the filled gases. 

 

Figure 23 Pressure evolution at the selected monitoring points (Figure 21). Values are 

normalized by the initial pressure level of the filled gas in the inflator. 

Due to the high dynamics and intensity of wave properties, in particular, the accompanying noise 

of the measured signals, it was challenging and difficult to get the measurements of the shock 

propagation and to extract the viable data. Figure 24 compares the numerical results with measured 

peak pressure values, which could be interpreted as the highest shock level on the outlet membrane 

position. However, a quantitative comparison was not feasible due to the incapability of the 

measured data to deliver a clear image of the real situations. On the other hand, the potential bias 
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between the modeling results and reality could always be traced back to the deviations in the 

initiator ballistics, the material behavior of the inlet membrane regarding burst patterns, and the 

filled gas weight and the species mixing ratio. Nevertheless, a rational pressure evolution with its 

peak value in the middle range of the provided measurement data was shown, and the 

corresponding modeling methodology and simulation strategy could be validated. 

 

Figure 24 Validation of pressure evolution on the outlet membrane. Each symbol 

represents the peak value of one single recorded dataset. Values are normalized by the 

initial pressure level of the filled gas in the inflator. 

5.4 Sensitivity Study of Ignition Chain Components 

A better understanding of inflator function could be striven by the parametric study of the 

steering design components. In this section, the impact of various elements of the ignition chain, 

such as the equivalent maximum stress of the inlet membrane, the free volume in the housing 

region, and the initiator ballistics, on inflator integrity was investigated.  

5.4.1 Impact of Maximum Inlet Membrane Strain 

The inlet membrane serves as an isolator between the housing and the stored gas. The opening 

of the membrane immediately produces a discontinuous interface between the two regions, acting 

as a shock propagating toward the outlet membrane. The higher the applied membrane strain, the 

higher will be the pressure difference between the regions. Besides, the higher discontinuity leads 

to a stronger shock, making the initiator ballistics exceed the bordering pressure level. 

Summarizing the measurement data, three standard deviations over the averaged measured 

values were selected in correspondence with the six-sigma principle to test the limit of the system. 

Also, the resulting pressure and temperature in the housing region served as the boundary 

conditions for the CFD simulations (Figure 25a). 
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Figure 25 Parameter study of the inlet membrane burst pressure level in the initiator 

generated inflow conditions. (a) Pressure and (b) temperature conditions in the housing. 

Values are normalized by the initial pressure level of the filled gas in the inflator. 

Figure 26 shows the pressure evolution along the shock tube. Surprisingly, the high-pressure 

difference on the bursting moment did not always lead to high shock wave intensity. Instead, the 

intensity of the pressure wave dropped rapidly once the propagation started. On the resulting outlet 

membrane position, the pressure magnitude of all three variations was barely identical. 

 

Figure 26 CFD results of the inlet membrane burst pressure parameter study. Values are 

normalized by the initial pressure level of the gas in the inflator. (a) Wave intensity (a) 

right after housing region (Probe 1) and (b) in the middle of shock tube (Probe 2), and 

(c) at outlet membrane. 
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5.4.2 Impact of Housing Volume 

The impact of housing volume was evaluated by the same strategy mentioned above. The results 

of the house modeling shown in Figure 27 were obtained by doubling the free space in the housing 

region and reducing it by half. A hump was observed in the pressure evolution of the one with less 

housing space (Figure 27a). This was attributed to the early opening of the system before the 

completion of the initiator contribution, i.e., the burning of the pyrotechnic in the initiator kept on 

going even after the opening of the system. Thus, it could be said that lesser space or weaker 

membrane bursting stress results in a more remarkable hump. The CFD simulation results of the 

pressure profiles with hump resulted in more intensive propagation, even though their temperature 

levels were comparatively lower (Figure 28). A rough insight into the correlation between boundary 

profiles and shock propagation focuses rather on the pressure level, in particular, the evolution after 

the housing system is opened. 

 

Figure 27 Parameter study of housing volume: initiator generated inflow conditions. (a) 

Pressure and (b) temperature conditions in the housing. Values are normalized by the 

initial filled gas pressure level in the inflator. 
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Figure 28 CFD results of housing volume parameter study. Values are normalized by the 

initial filled gas pressure level in the inflator. Wave intensity (a) right after housing region 

(Probe 1), (b) in the middle of shock tube (Probe 2), and (c) at the outlet membrane. 

The results of the inlet membrane and housing volume study gave new insights into the inflator 

functionality, where the quality of the propagating shock did not simply depend on the initial 

discontinuity but also the evolution of the physical properties in the housing region after the 

discontinuity. On emphasizing the replenishment in the housing region after the burst of the inlet 

membrane, initiator ballistic characteristics tend to be the key factor in the inflator functionality. 

The ignition chain components such as the inlet membrane and housing play only a supportive role 

in preserving the wave intensity. 

5.5 Impact of Initiator Characteristics on the Inflator Integrity 

To demonstrate the initiator ballistics as the most influencing factor in the cold gas inflator 

functionality, the shock propagation at the inflator level was evaluated based on the propellant load 

and the loading behavior between the charges. 

5.5.1 The Varying Amount of THPP 

Following the same initiator configuration as described at the beginning of this section, the THPP 

amount was varied by increasing and reducing the nominal THPP load by 15% and 30%, respectively. 

The corresponding performance in a 40 ccm vessel shown in Figure 29 indicated a direct correlation 

between the peak pressure level and the propellant amount. A significantly higher temperature 

level did not depend on the highly loaded propellant, while the temperature evolution in the vessel 
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(Figure 29b) correlated to the thermal-chemical properties as already described. The difference in 

pressure level in the vessel indicated the amount of gas produced during the combustion. 

 

Figure 29 The impact of THPP amount on the (a) pressure and (b) temperature evolution 

during a closed bomb test in a 40 ccm vessel. Values are normalized by the peak pressure 

value of baseline configuration measurement at room temperature (Figure 16). 

Following the same modeling strategy, the initiator deployment in the housing region, the 

coupling to CFD simulations, the pressure and temperature boundary conditions, and the shock 

intensity on the outlet membrane demonstrated a similar correlation. i.e., the higher the initiator 

load, the stronger the shock expected in the inflator level (Figure 30). Besides, the stronger shock 

propagated faster. As a result, the wavefront arrived earlier at the outlet membrane (Figure 31). 

 

Figure 30 Parameter study of THPP amount: initiator generated inflow conditions. (a) 

Pressure and (b) temperature conditions in housing. Values are normalized by the initial 

pressure level of the filled gas in the inflator. 
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Figure 31 CFD results of THPP-amount parameter study. Values are normalized by the 

initial filled gas pressure level in the inflator. Wave intensity (a) right after housing region 

(Probe 1), (b) in the middle of shock tube (Probe 2), and (c) at the outlet membrane. 

5.5.2 Variation in the Mass Behavior of ZPP/THPP 

Another way of investigating the shock intensity is to vary the weight in each charge by fixing the 

total propellant load in the initiator. The pressure evolution in the housing corresponding to the 

shifting of weight from THPP to ZPP is shown in Figure 32a. The results also showed that the 

temperature level in the initiator increased with the increasing amount of ZPP (Figure 32b) due to 

the higher combustion temperature of ZPP than THPP. Thus, not only differences in pressure level, 

species, and temperature are also relevant to the amount of gas produced. 

 

Figure 32 Parametric study of ZPP-THPP weight proportion: initiator generated inflow 

conditions. (a) Pressure and (b) temperature conditions in housing, values are 

normalized by the initial filled gas pressure level in the inflator. 
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The physical properties in the housing region and the respective CFD results of shock propagation 

are shown in Figures 32 and 33. In the housing region, initiators with the larger portion of ZPP 

resulted in higher temperature evolution due to their intrinsic differences in combustion 

temperature, whereas only a slight distinction could be seen for the pressure evolution. However, 

different characteristics were observed in the shock tube simulation (Figure 31). The hump in the 

pressure evolution closed to the inlet boundary (Figure 31a) became stronger with the increasing 

proportion of ZPP. This behavior lasted until the shock arrived at the outlet membrane along with 

the higher pressure level. 

 

Figure 33 CFD results of ZPP-THPP weight behavior parameter study. Values are 

normalized by the initial filled gas pressure level in the inflator. Wave intensity (a) right 

after housing region (Probe 1), (b) in middle of shock tube (Probe 2), and (c) at outlet 

membrane. 

The closed bomb pressure evolution showed no explicit correlation with the resulting wave 

intensity in the shock tube. Moreover, the initiator with the highest pressure peak in the vessel did 

not correlate to the production of the highest shock, as observed in Figures 34a and 33c. 

 

Figure 34 Parameter study of ZPP-THPP weight portion: results of closed bomb test in a 

40 ccm vessel. (a) Pressure and (b) temperature evolution. Values are normalized by the 

peak value of the measurement in baseline configuration at room temperature (Figure 

16). 
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These results further explained the shock dynamics. At first, the shock was generated due to 

discontinuous pressure distribution, and the wave intensity faded along with the propagation. The 

correlation of temperature and pressure boundary impact revealed that the remaining or 

replenished energy level in the boundary system (housing) was the key index to maintain the 

stronger wave propagation.  

Concerning the product development, the summary of simulation results led to a design dilemma 

in the inflator framework, since no correlation existed between the shock intensity and the closed 

bomb test pressure peak. On the contrary, the parametric study showed a trend toward greater 

intense shock with the initiator propellant amount, which was the most sensitive parameter in the 

inflator ignition chain. 

Combining the information gained in the early sections of this article, the design parameters of 

an inflator system could be optimized in the framework of modeling and simulation incorporated 

with the limited amount of measurement data. Competent simulation results presented all related 

physical properties, which could even reduce the risk due to the missing information ascribed to the 

difficult measurement process, and improved the product functional safety. 

6. Summary and Conclusion 

In the present work, an analytical model describing the interior ballistics of a pyrotechnic initiator 

was proposed. By applying the propellant thermal-chemical features incorporated with passive 

systems (e.g., vessel and housing), the temperature, pressure, and physical characteristics such as 

mass and energy transition over systems during initiator deployment could be evaluated. 

The characteristic feature of this work included its extension from the underlying methodology 

to the description of realistic configurations based on the impact of initiator bridge wire, metal cap, 

and the dynamics of the distributed grain size. These modeling strategies demonstrated their 

validity in the framework of burn rate parameters evaluation and the validation of ZPP-ZPP/THPP 

initiators. Thereby, harmonizing the thermal-chemical properties calculated by the PEP with the 

burn rate parameters. The predicted pressure evolutions in the closed bomb test showed 

quantitative agreement with the measurement data. 

The modeling results of an engineering product do not reveal complete physical details behind 

the complexity since numerous assumptions are made during the modeling procedure to validate 

the model. For instance, the thermal-chemical interaction of the pyrotechnic was simplified to 

constant values and the equilibrium thermal state, and the phase change during the deployment 

was completely neglected. On the other hand, the mechanical breakage of the initiator cap was 

linked to the material properties, and the heat loss in the system were closely related to the gas 

flow patterns. All these simplifications in the model, which restrict detailed physics, were rather of 

great interest for further investigations. 

Nevertheless, a chain-wise numerical model following the multi-body-simulation-like principles 

delivers a rough picture of initiator ballistics with the help of an engineering tool. The application of 

such models enables the engineers to adapt the product design according to the targeting 

performance and troubleshoot the root cause or failure mode by fitting the parameters with limited 

prototyping and testing. Accordingly, an economical product development framework could be 

realized. 
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Extending the vision into the automotive safety system devices, the assessment of inflator 

functionality concerning the initiator ballistics was the other objective of this work. Given this, a 

cold gas inflator was selected mainly due to its simple designed functions and the direct correlation 

between the initiator ballistics and inflator integrity. The proposed model was intended to describe 

the ZPP-THPP initiator in a 40 ccm vessel, the mechanism of the ignition chain system, and the shock 

propagation by coupling the physical characteristics in the housing region with the CFD simulations. 

Simulation results from the sensitivity study revealed many interesting features. For instance, 

the pressure condition in the housing region dominated the shock intensity; thus, designating the 

transient pressure state as boundary conditions for the CFD simulations, referring to the 

sustainability of the produced mass and energy due to initiator deployment. At the same time, the 

impact of temperature boundary was rather imperceptible. Moreover, the ignition chain elements 

such as inlet membrane bursting pressure and housing volume mainly had supporting roles. Small 

scale variations in these parameters were not expected to have a high impact on the inflator 

integrity and also the intrinsic restriction of cold gas inflator for large scale parameter variations due 

to filled gas pressure and mechanical strain of inflator parts. 

The coupling of the initiator ballistic model with CFD simulation for shock propagation makes it 

possible to assess each functional element in detail. With the assistance of high efficient 

computational technology, the effects of the product tolerance and the potential failure patterns 

can be predicted and further controlled. Yet, automatized design optimization in ballistics can be 

established based on such model chains to achieve more efficient configuration for product function 

and costs 

Expanding the spectrum of inflator variance, the insights gained from the cold gas inflator were 

also valid for double system hybrid inflators with the requirement of stable and strong shock 

propagation. For such configurations, an initiator no longer creates sustainable pressure in the 

housing but ignites the propellant pellets in the primary system (housing region). Consequently, the 

propellant pellets generate high and sustainable pressure levels. However, the implementation of 

these propellant tablets can lead to other challenges such as ignition quality and tablet breakage, 

which are related to the mechanical feature. The analysis of the initiator’s impacts on the 

pyrotechnic tablets is a major issue during the initiator application and the development of the 

pyrotechnic inflator and needs to be further investigated in the future. 
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